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ON THE EXPANSION OF THREE-ELEMENT SUBTRACTION
SETS
NHAN BAO HO
Abstract. We study the periodicity of nim-sequences for subtraction games hav-
ing subtraction sets with three elements. In particular, we give solutions in several
cases, and we describe how these subtraction sets can be augmented by additional
numbers without changing the nim-sequences. The paper concludes with a conjec-
ture on ultimately bipartite subtraction games.
1. Introduction
A subtraction game is a two-player game involving a pile of coins and a finite set
S of positive integers called the subtraction set. The two players move alternately,
subtracting some s coins such that s ∈ S. The player who makes the last move wins.
Subtraction games provide classical examples of impartial combinatorial games; see
[1, 3, 4]. They are completely understood for two-element subtraction sets. For larger
subtraction sets, they are known to be all ultimately periodic [6, p.38], but a complete
solution of these games is still not known, even for three-element subtraction sets.
The purpose of this paper is to report further results in this area.
Throughout this paper, the subtraction set S = {s1, s2, . . . , sk} will be ordered
s1 < s2 < · · · < sk. The subtraction game with subtraction set S is denoted by S.
When we need to specify the subtraction set, we will use S(S) or S(s1, s2, . . . , sk).
For each nonnegative integer n, denote G(n) the Sprague-Grundy value, or nim-
value for short, of the single pile of size n of the subtraction game S. The sequence
{G(n)}n≥0 is called the nim-sequence.
Suppose for the moment that a subtraction set {s1, s2, . . . , sk} has d =
gcd(s1, s2, . . . , sk) > 1. Let s
′
i = si/d for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. The nim-sequence for the
game S(s1, s2, . . . , sk) is exactly the d-plicate of that for the game S(s
′
1, s
′
2, . . . , s
′
k).
That means the former can be obtained from the latter by repeating each value of
the latter exactly d times [4, p. 529]. Thus, it suffices to consider subtraction sets
whose members are relatively prime.
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Recall that the sequence {G(n)}n≥0 is said to be ultimately periodic if there exist
integers p ≥ 1 and n0 ≥ 1 such that G(n + p) = G(n) for all n ≥ n0. The smallest
such numbers n0 and p are called the pre-period length and period length respectively
[1, p. 145]. If n0 = 0, the sequence is said to be purely periodic. A purely peri-
odic (resp. ultimately periodic) game is called bipartite (resp. ultimately bipartite)
if p = 2. (Ultimately bipartite subtraction games ultimately have alternating nim-
values 0, 1, 0, 1, . . .). The periodicity of subtraction games is discussed in [1, 2, 3, 4].
Bipartite games are first introduced in [5].
Throughout this paper, when saying that a subtraction game has periodic nim-
values g1g2 . . . gp, we mean that ultimately, the nim-sequence is the infinite repetition
of the subsequence g1, g2, . . . , gp. The n0 nim-values G(0),G(1), . . . ,G(n0−1) is called
the pre-periodic nim-values. The omission of commas between the nim-values does
not lead to any misunderstanding as all nim-values presented in this paper have
exactly one digit.
The following lemma gives us a useful idea of how much calculation we need to
perform to determine the pre-period and period lengths.
Lemma 1. [1, p. 148] Let sk = max(S). For minimal n0 and p such that G(n+p) =
G(n) for n0 ≤ n < n0 + sk, the subtraction game S is purely periodic with the
pre-period length n0 and the period length p.
Remark 1. [3, p. 84] For a given subtraction set S, if there exists a positive integer
s such that G(n+ s) 6= G(n) for all nonnegative integers n, then s can be adjoined to
the subtraction set S without changing the nim-sequence. In this case, for brevity,
we will simply say that s can be adjoined to S. The set of all such elements, including
elements in S, is called the expansion set of S and denoted by Sex.
In reality, to identify such an s, we need to calculate only a small range of nim-
values, as much as the calculation needed in Lemma 1. We detail this range as
follow.
Theorem 1. Let S be a subtraction game with pre-period length n0 and period length
p.
(i) A number s < n0 + p can be adjoined to S if and only if G(n+ s) 6= G(n) for
all n such that 0 ≤ n < n0 + p.
(ii) A number s ≥ n0 + p can be adjoined to S if and only if s− p can be.
Proof. The theorem follows immediately from Remark 1 and the definition of ulti-
mately periodicity. 
It follows from Theorem 1 that if s ≥ n0 + p and s can be adjoined to S then
s = s′+mp for some m and s′ such that n0 ≤ s
′ < n0+p and s
′ can be adjoined to S.
We are going to employ this idea to represent Sex with no more than max(n0+p, sk)
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elements with sk = max(S). (There is another method to present S
ex with no more
than n0 + p elements but we avoid its complexity).
Let us partition S into two parts: S1 containing elements s of S such that s < n0
and S2 = S \ S1. Let S
′
1 (resp. S
′
2) be the set of all s which can be adjoined to S
such that s /∈ S and s < n0 (resp. n0 ≤ s < n0 + p). Then
Sex = {S1 ∪ S
′
1} ∪ {S2 ∪ S
′
2}
∗p
in which T ∗p = {t +mp|t ∈ T,m ≥ 0}. Note that in the formula for Sex, some of
the sets S1, S
′
1, S2, and S
′
2 may be empty. In particular, S1 ∪ S
′
1 = ∅ if S is purely
periodic (n0 = 0).
Example 1. The subtraction game S(1, 8, 11, 27) is ultimately periodic with n0 =
13, p = 19 and has expansion set Sex = {1, 8, 11} ∪ {13, 20, 27}∗19. Here S1 =
{1, 8, 11}, S ′1 = ∅, S2 = {27}, and S
′
2 = {13, 20}.
Definition 1. If Sex = {S1} ∪ {S2}
∗p (equivalently, S ′1 ∪ S
′
2 = ∅), the set S is said
to be non-expandable. Otherwise, it is expandable.
Some values of the expansion sets of certain subtraction sets with numbers up to
7 can be found in [3, pp. 84-85].
The following result from [5] shows that for bipartite games, Sex is the set of odd
positive integers.
Theorem 2. Let S be a subtraction set with gcd(S) = 1. The subtraction game S
is bipartite if and only if 1 ∈ S and the elements of S are all odd.
Remark 2. The key results of this paper are the determinations of periodic nim-
values and expansion sets in several specific cases. We do not give the proofs for all
results. There are considerable similarities in the proofs of various results. We give
one proof for the expansion set of the subtraction set {a, b} and one proof for the
nim-sequence for the subtraction game S(1, a, b). The reason is simply that these
two games are addressed early in the paper. The details of proofs for other stated
results are similar; some are quite tedious but they are all straightforward.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 lists our results on 5 classes of
subtraction sets: {a, b}, {1, a, b}, {a, b, a+ b}, {a, b, a+ b+1}, and {a, b, a+ b+2ja}.
We consider various cases for each class. Section 3 gives two proofs as mentioned
in Remark 2. We provide proofs in Section 3 rather than in Section 2 so that the
reader can follow Section 2 easily. In Section 4, we present a family of ultimately
bipartite subtraction games and we examine the expansion sets of subtraction sets
of ultimately bipartite subtraction games. The section ends with a conjecture that
has become apparent during this work.
We include a code written in Maple software in the appendix. The code receives
input (S, n) in which S is the subtraction set and the code will calculate the sequence
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{G(i)}0≤i≤n to identify the nim-sequence. If the input n is large enough (at least
n0+ p+ sk+1), the code will return: pre-period and period length, and pre-periodic
and periodic nim-values, together with the expansion set Sex. When n is not large
enough, the code will return nothing, requiring a larger n.
Our results also provide evidential support for the claim that the understanding
of the pattern of the periodicity of subtraction games and the expansion sets of their
subtraction sets is very far from being complete. For example, slight differences on
the subtraction sets in Table 3 would result in considerable modifications of both
pre-period and period lengths as well as expansion sets.
2. Results of nim-sequences and expansion sets
We first study the expansion set of the subtraction set {a, b} where a and b are
relatively prime. When a = 1, we only consider the case where b is even since the
case where a = 1 and b is odd is treated by Theorem 2.
Berlekamp et al. [4, p. 530] showed that if b = ta+r such that t ≥ 1 and 0 ≤ r < a,
the subtraction game S(a, b) is purely periodic with period length a+ b and periodic
nim-values {
(0a1a)
t
20r2a−r1r, if t is even;
(0a1a)
t+1
2 2r, otherwise.
Moreover, they also observed that the expansion set Sex is periodic in the sense that
if n ∈ Sex, then n+ a+ b ∈ Sex. We generalize this observation in Theorem 3.
Theorem 3. Let a and b be relatively prime, positive integers such that a < b.
Suppose furthermore that if a = 1, then b is even. Consider the subtraction game
S(a, b). If a+ 1 < b ≤ 2a, then the subtraction set has expansion set
{a, a+ 1, . . . , b}∗(a+b).
If a = 1, or b = a+ 1, or b > 2a, the subtraction set is non-expandable.
Proof. The proof is provided in Section 3. 
We now examine the periodicity and the expansion sets of some subtraction games
whose subtraction sets are {1, a, b}. For the case where a is odd, Theorem 2 solves
the case where b is odd. When b is even, the game is purely periodic. The periodic
nim-values and the expansion set are described in Theorem 4.
Theorem 4. Let a be an odd positive integer and let b be an even positive integer.
The subtraction game S(1, a, b) is purely periodic with the period a+b and the periodic
nim-values
(01)
b
2 (23)
a−1
2 2.
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Moreover, the subtraction set has expansion set
{{1, 3, . . . , a} ∪ {b, b+ 2, . . . , b+ a− 1}}∗(a+b).
Proof. The proof is provided in Section 3. 
For the case where a is even, we represent b = ka + r where r < a. Our results
cover the cases 1 ≤ k ≤ 3. Table 1 (resp. Table 2, Table 3) lists periodic nim-values
and expansion sets of those games corresponding to the case k = 1 (resp. k = 2,
k = 3). (The case k = 1 and r = 1 (corresponding to b = a + 1) is analyzed in [4,
p. 530].) In our tables, we use “period” rather than “period length”.
Remark 3. To make the tables easily readable, we do not include the pre-period
lengths and pre-periodic nim-values of non-purely periodic games. We provide them
in B (Tables 10, 11, 12).
Remark 4. We place symbol “· · ·” in front of nim-sequences of those games that
are ultimately periodic to distinguish from purely periodic games.
We now examine subtraction game S(a, b, a + b) with 2 ≤ a. Note that b can be
represented as ka+ r for some integers k and r such that 0 ≤ r ≤ a− 1. Recall from
[4, p.531] that when k is odd, the game S(a, b, a + b) is purely periodic with period
length (a+ b+ ka) and periodic nim-values
(0a1a)
k+1
2 (2a3a)
k−1
2 2a3r.
We give the expansion set of this game in Table 4.
When k is even, it is claimed in [4, p. 531] that the game is purely periodic with
period length (2b + r)a. We have not seen a proof of this claim, and at present we
do not know the nim-sequence and expansion set for this case.
We next give some results for subtraction games S(a, b, a + b+ 1) in Table 5. We
obtain results for those cases where b = 2a + r with r ≤ min(2, a − 1). Pre-period
lengths and pre-periodic nim-values for those games that are non-purely periodic are
provided in Table 13 of B.
Finally, we study subtraction games S(a, b, b + 2ja). Note that we can write
b = ka + r for some positive k and r such that r < a. The case where r = 0 is
skipped here as it is studied before. We deal with two general cases with j ∈ {1, 2}
and one special case with j = 3 and r = 1 as shown in Table 6.
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N
H
A
N
B
A
O
H
O
Subtraction set
{1, a, b}
a: even
b = a+ r
r period p periodic nim-values expansion set
r = 2
even
a+ 1 (01)
a
2 2 non-expandable
r > 2 a+ b (01)
a
2 2(01)
a
2 (23)
r
2
−12 {1, a, a+ 2, . . . , b, a + b− 1}∗p
r = 1
odd
a + b− 1 (01)
a
2 (23)
a
2
{{1, 3, . . . , a− 1} ∪ {a}
∪{a + 1, a+ 1 + 2, . . . , a+ b− 2}}∗p
r < a− 3
a+ b · · · 2(32)
a−r−3
2 (01)
r+1
2 2(01)
a−2
2 2(01)
r+1
2
{1, a, b} ∪ {b+ 2, a+ b+ 1, 2a+ b}∗p
r = a− 3 {1, a, b} ∪ {b+ 2}∗p
r = a− 1 b+ 1 (01)
a
2 2(01)
a−2
2 2 non expandable
Table 1. Subtraction games S(1, a, b) with b = a+ r.
Subtraction set
{1,a,b}
a: even
b = 2a+ r
r period p periodic nim-values expansion set
r = 0, a ≥ 4
even
a + b
(01)
a
2 2(01)
a
2 (23)
a−2
2 2 {{1} ∪ {a, a+ 2, . . . , b} ∪ {a+ b− 1}}∗p
2 = r < a− 4 · · · 2(32)
a
2
−3(01)22((01)
a
2
−1)22(01)2 non-expandable
4 ≤ r < a− 4 · · · 2(32)
a
2
−4(01)32((01)
a
2 2)2(01)3
{1, a, b, b+ 2, a+ b+ 1, a+ 2b+ 2}
4 < r = a− 4 a− 1 · · · 2(01)
a
2
−1
4 ≤ r = a− 2 b+ 1 · · · 2(01)
a−2
2 2(01)
a
2 2(01)
a−2
2 {1, a, b} ∪ {b+ 2, a+ b+ 1}∗p
r = 1, 3
odd
a+ 1 (01)
a
2 2 non-expandable (same as S(1, a))
5 ≤ r ≤ a− 1 a + b ((01)
a
2 2)2(01)
a
2 (23)
r−3
2 2 {1, a, a+ 2, b− 2, b, a+ b− 1}∗p
Table 2. Subtraction games S(1, a, b) with a being even and b = 2a + r.
O
N
T
H
E
E
X
P
A
N
S
I
O
N
O
F
T
H
R
E
E
-E
L
E
M
E
N
T
S
U
B
T
R
A
C
T
I
O
N
S
E
T
S
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Subtraction set
{1,a,b}
a: even
b = 3a+ r
r period p periodic nim-values expansion set
r = 0, a ≥ 4
even
b+ 1 ((01)
a
2 2)2(01)
a
2
−12 {1, a, 2a+ 1, b}∗p
r = 2, 4 a + 1 (01)
a
22 non-expandable
r = 6
a+ b
((01)
a
2 2)4(32)
r
2
−2 {1, a, a+ 2, 2a+ 3, b− 2, b, a+ b− 1}
∗p
r > 6
{1, a, a+ 2, b− 2, b, a+ b− 1}∗p
r = 1
odd
((01)
a
2 2)3(32)
a
2
−1
3 = r < a− 5
· · · 2(32)
a−r−5
2 (01)
r+3
2 2((01)
a
2
−12)3(01)
r+3
2
non-expandable
3 < r < a− 5
{1, a, b, b+ 2, a+ b+ 1, a+ 2b+ 2}5 ≤ r = a− 5 a− 1
5 ≤ r = a− 3
b+ 1 · · · 2(01)
a
2
−1(2(01)
a
2 )22(01)
a
2
−1
5 ≤ r = a− 1 {1, a, b} ∪ {b+ 2, a+ b+ 1}∗p
Table 3. Subtraction games S(1, a, b) with a being even and b = 3a + r.
Subtraction set k period p periodic nim-values expansion set
{a,b,a+b}
a ≥ 2
b = ka+ r
0 < r < a
odd a+ 2b− r (0a1a)
k+1
2 (2a3a)
k−1
2 2a3r
{
{sa : s is odd, s ≤ k}
∪{ka + 1, ka+ 2, . . . , b+ a}
∪{b+ sa : s is odd, s ≤ k}
}∗p
even (2b+ r)a unknown unknown
Table 4. Subtraction games S(a, b, a + b).
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N
H
A
N
B
A
O
H
O
Subtraction set
{a, b, b+ a+ 1}
a ≥ 4
b = 2a+ r
r ≤ 2
period p periodic nim-values expansion set
{a, 2a, 3a+ 1}
b+ 2a+ 1
· · · 10a−121a−102a−1103a−22 {a} ∪ {2a, 3a+ 1, 5a}∗p
{a, 2a+ 1, 3a+ 2} 0a1a02a−1103a−221 non-expandable
{a,2a+2,3a+3} · · · 2a−211003a−422110a−121a−100
{a, 2a+ 2, 3a+ 3} ∪ {3a+ 4}∗p
and non-expandable if a = 4
Table 5. Subsection games S(a, b, b+ a+ 1) with a ≥ 4, b = 2a+ r, and 0 ≤ r ≤ 2.
Subtraction set
{a, b, b+ 2ja}
period p k periodic nim-values expansion set
{a,b,b+2a} a+ b
even (0a1a)
k
2 0r2a−r1r
non-expandable
odd (0a1a)
k+1
2 2r
{a,b,b+4a}
k ≥ 3
2b+ 4a
even ((0a1a)
k
2 0r2a−r1r)23a−r0r2a−r1r {a, b, b+ 2a, b+ 4a,
2b+ 3a}∗podd ((0a1a)
k+1
2 2r)20a−r3r1a−r2r
{a,b,b+6a}
k ≥ 3, r = 1
2b+ 6a odd ((0a1a)
k+1
2 2)2(0a−131a−12)2
{a, b, b+ 2a, b+ 4a,
b+ 6a, 2b+ 5a}∗p
Table 6. Subtraction games S(a, b, b+ 2ja) with a ≥ 2, b = ka + r.
O
N
T
H
E
E
X
P
A
N
S
I
O
N
O
F
T
H
R
E
E
-E
L
E
M
E
N
T
S
U
B
T
R
A
C
T
I
O
N
S
E
T
S
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k i t n G(n+ s) = G(n)
even
k < t a+ b G(a+ b+ ka+ i) = G(ka+ i) = 0 = G(0) = G(a+ b)
k = t i < r (t− 1)a
G((t− 1)a+ ta+ i) = G((t− 2)a− (r + i) + ta+ a + r)
= G((t− 2)a− (r + i) + a+ b) = G((t− 2)a− (r + i)) = 1 = G((t− 1)a)
odd
k = 1 i > 0 a− 1 G(a− 1 + a+ i) = G(2a+ i− 1) = 0 = G(a− 1)
k > 1
i ≤ r
even
b− a− i G(b− a− i+ ka+ i) = G(a + b+ (k − 2)a) = G((k − 2)a) = 1 = G(b− a− i)
i > r = 0 b− a G(b− a + ka+ i) = G(a + b+ (k − 2)a+ i) = G((k − 2)a+ i) = 1 = G(b− a)
i > r > 0 a− i+ r − 1 G(a− i+ r − 1 + ka+ i) = G
(
(k + 1)a+ r − 1
)
= 0 = G(a− i+ r − 1)
i < r
odd
ta G(ta + ka+ i) = G
(
(k − 1)a− (r − i)
)
= 1 = G(ta)
i = r = 0 not hold as we require gcd(a, b) = 1
i = r > 0 a− 1 G(a− 1 + ka+ i) = G
(
(k + 1)a+ i− 1
)
= 0 = G(a− 1)
i > r (t+ 1)a− 1 G((t+ 1)a− 1 + ka+ i) = G(ka+ i− r − 1) = 1 = G((t+ 1)a− 1)
Table 7. b = ta+ r > 2a; a+ 1 ≤ s = ka + i ≤ b− 1.
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3. Two proofs
As outlined in Remark 2, we give in this section two proofs, one for the expansion
set of the subtraction set {a, b} claimed in Theorem 3 and another one for the nim-
sequence for the subtraction game S(1, a, b) claimed in Theorem 4.
3.1. Proof of Theorem 3. Recall that the game S(a, b) has periodic nim-values{
(0a1a)
t
20r2a−r1r, if t is even;
(0a1a)
t+1
2 2r, otherwise.
(1)
in which b = ta+ r [3, p. 530]. We now prove the expansion set. The proof requires
checking several cases, using Theorem 1. The outline of the proof is as follows.
(a) For each of the three cases a = 1, b = a + 1, and b > 2a, we show that for every
positive integer s, there exists a nonnegative integer n such that G(n+s) = G(n)
and so the subtraction set {a, b} is non-expandable.
(b) For a+ 1 < b ≤ 2a, we show that G(n+ s) 6= G(n) for all nonnegative integers n
if and only if s ∈ {a, a + 1, . . . , b}∗(a+b) = X and so the subtraction set {a, b} is
expandable to X .
By Theorem 1, in the two cases (a) and (b) we only need to examine s < a+ b with
s /∈ {a, b}.
(a) We first consider the case where a = 1 or b = a+ 1 or b > 2a.
(i) Consider the case a = 1. We only examine the case b is even. Let s ≤ a+b−1
such that s /∈ {1, b}. Recall from (1) that the first b nim-values G(n) (for n
from 0 to b− 1) are (01)
b
2 . In particular,
G(n) = 1 if n ≤ b− 1 and n is odd.(2)
• If s is even then s ≤ b− 2 as s < b and b is even, implying that s + 1 is
odd and s+ 1 ≤ b− 1. Let n = 1. By (2), we have G(1 + s) = 1 = G(1).
• If s is odd, let n = b−1. As s−2 is odd and 1 ≤ s−2 ≤ b−3, G(s−2) =
1 = G(b − 1) by (2). Also note that G(b + 1 + s − 2) = G(s − 2) since
p = b+1. Therefore, G(b−1+s) = G(b+1+s−2) = G(s−2) = G(b−1).
(ii) Consider the case b = a + 1. We examine two intervals for s ≤ a+ b− 1:{
1 ≤ s ≤ a− 1,
a + 2 ≤ s ≤ a+ b− 1.
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Recall that the first 4a + 2 nim-values G(n) (for n from 0 to 4a + 1) is
0a1a20a1a2. In other words, for n ≤ 4a+ 1, we have
G(n) =
{
0, if either 0 ≤ n ≤ a− 1 or 2a+ 1 ≤ n ≤ 3a
1, if either a ≤ n ≤ 2a− 1 or 3a+ 1 ≤ n ≤ 4a
(3)
• For 1 ≤ s ≤ a− 1, choose n = a. Then a + 1 ≤ a + s ≤ 2a − 1. By (3),
G(a+ s) = 1 = G(a).
• For a+2 ≤ s ≤ a+b−1, choose n = a−1. Then 0 ≤ a−1+s−(a+b) ≤ a−2
and so G(a− 1 + s− (a+ b)) = 0 = G(a− 1) by (3). By the periodicity,
G(a− 1+ s) = G(a− 1+ s− (a+ b)). Therefore, G(a− 1+ s) = G(a− 1).
(iii) Consider the case b > 2a. We examine three intervals for s ≤ a+ b− 1:

1 ≤ s ≤ a− 1
a + 1 ≤ s ≤ b− 1
b+ 1 ≤ s ≤ a + b− 1.
• Consider the case 1 ≤ s ≤ a − 1. Let n = a. Recall that G(m) = 1 for
a ≤ m ≤ 2a−1 by (1) and so G(a+s) = 1 = G(a) as a+1 ≤ a+s ≤ 2a−1.
• Consider the case a + 1 ≤ s ≤ b − 1. We separate this case into many
subcases in Table 7. It can be checked that for each s such that a + 1 ≤
s ≤ b−1, there exists n, as shown in Table 7, such that G(n+a) = G(n).
We leave the calculation to the reader.
• Consider the case b+ 1 ≤ s ≤ a+ b− 1. We have 0 ≤ s− b− 1 ≤ a− 2.
Let n = a − 1. Recall that G(m) = 0 for 0 ≤ m ≤ a − 2 by (1), and so
G(a− 1 + s− (a+ b)) = G(s− b− 1) = 0 = G(a− 1). By the periodicity,
G(a− 1+ s) = G(a− 1+ s− (a+ b)). Therefore, G(a− 1+ s) = G(a− 1).
(b) We now consider the case a+ 1 < b ≤ 2a. We examine three intervals for s:

1 ≤ s ≤ a− 1,
a < s < b,
b+ 1 ≤ s ≤ a + b− 1.
The case 1 ≤ s ≤ a−1 and the case b+1 ≤ s ≤ a+b−1 can be treated similarly
to the case (a).(iii).
Consider the case a < s < b. We show that G(n + s) 6= G(n) for all n. Recall
from (1) that the game S(a, b) with a + 1 < b ≤ 2a has the periodic nim-values{
0a1a2a, if b = 2a;
0a1a2r, if b = a+ r.
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It can be checked that if G(n) is in a block 0′s, then G(n+ s) is either in a block
1′s or in a block 2′s; if G(n) is in a block 1′s, then G(n+s) is either in a block 2′s
or in a block 0′s; if G(n) is in a block 2′s, then G(n + s) is either in a block 0′s
or in a block 1′s. Therefore, G(n+ s) 6= G(n) for all s and n such that a < s < b
and n ≥ 0.
3.2. Proof of Theorem 4. We will give the proof for the nim-sequence only. The
expansion set can be verified by using a similar technique in Theorem 3.
We will show that the first a+ 2b nim-values G(n), for 0 ≤ n ≤ a + 2b− 1, are
(01)
b
2 (23)
a−1
2 2(01)
b
2
and so the condition G(n + a + b) = G(n) holds for 0 ≤ n ≤ b − 1. Lemma 1 then
implies that the subtraction game S(1, a, b) is purely periodic with the period length
a+ b and periodic nim-values
(01)
b
2 (23)
a−1
2 2.
We divide the first a + 2b nim-values G(n), for n from 0 to a + 2b− 1, into three
blocks:
(1) G(0) . . .G(b− 1),
(2) G(b) . . .G(a+ b− 1),
(3) G(a+ b) . . .G(a + 2b− 1).
It can be checked by induction on n that the block (1) forms the sequence (01)
b
2 ,
the block (2) forms the sequence (23)
a−1
2 2, and the block (3) forms the sequence
(01)
b
2 . Thus the first a+ 2b nim-values are (01)
b
2 (23)
a−1
2 2(01)
b
2 , as required.
4. More on ultimately bipartite subtraction games
Some ultimately bipartite games were exhibited in [5]. In particular the games
with subtraction sets {3, 5, 2k + 1}, for k ≥ 3, and {a, a + 2, 2a+ 3}, for odd a ≥ 3,
are all ultimately bipartite. In this section, we first introduce another family of
ultimately bipartite games with 3-element subtraction sets. We then consider the
expansion sets of subtraction sets of ultimately bipartite games, with a conjecture
being given at the end.
Theorem 5. For odd integer a ≥ 5, the subtraction game S(a, 2a+1, 3a) is ultimately
bipartite with pre-period length 2a2 − a − 1. The pre-periodic nim-values are shown
in Table 8.
Proof. Let n0 = 2a
2 − a − 1. We show that for n ≥ n0, G(n) = 0 if n is even and
G(n) = 1 otherwise.
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(1) We place the sequence of first n0 nim-values G(0), G(1), . . . , G(n0 − 1) in Table
8 from left to right and top to bottom with empty cell being empty and the
cell with the notation ︸︷︷︸
b
containing b consecutive integers and so on. The
nim-values in Table 8 can be checked by induction on n for n < n0.
(Each row from the second to the second last of Table 8 has length 4a + 2.
Observe that on each of these rows, there are exactly a numbers in each two
consecutive blocks A and B, B and C, C and D, F and G, G and H.)
(2) We next prove that, after the first n0 nim-values in Table 8, the game has al-
ternate nim-values 0, 1, 0, 1, . . . (starting from G(n0).) The proof consists of six
steps.
(a) Let A1 be the set of all nonnegative integers n < n0 such that G(n) = 0 in
Table 8. Let A2 be the set of all even integers n ≥ n0. Set A = A1 ∪ A2.
(b) We then prove the two facts:
((i)) for every position n in A, all the moves from n do not terminate in
A,
((ii)) for every position n not in A, there is a move from n that terminates
in A.
(c) It follows from step (b) and the definition of nim-values that A is the set of
positions whose nim-values are zero, by which we have
(iii). G(n) = 0 for all even n such that n ≥ n0.
(d) For all odd n ≥ n0 + 3a, we have n− a, n − (2a + 1), and n − 3a are all in
A. By (iii) and the definition of nim-values, we have
(iv). G(n) = 1 for all odd n such that n ≥ n0 + 3a.
(e) We now examine G(n) for odd n such that n0 ≤ n ≤ n0 + 3a − 1. The 3a
nim-values G(n) for n0 ≤ n ≤ n0 + 3a − 1 continuing those in Table 8 is
0101 . . . 01 (the last 3a values in Table 9, being located in the bottoms of
blocks F, G, H, I, and B), by which we have
(v). G(n) = 1 for all odd n such that n0 ≤ n ≤ n0 + 3a− 1.
(f) It follows from (iii), (iv), and (v) that the game ultimately has alternate
nim-values 0, 1, 0, 1, . . . with pre-period length n0.
Step (a) is the definition of A. Steps (c), (d), and (f) are straightforward. Steps
(b) and (e) can be verified by induction on n. Checking several cases is required
but is also straightforward and we leave the calculation to the reader.

Remark 5. The relevance of Theorem 5, beyond its general interest, is that it
indicates that the ultimately bipartite case, which is the simplest form of ultimate
periodicity, can nevertheless entail a high level of complexity at the beginning of the
sequence.
1
4
N
H
A
N
B
A
O
H
O
Block A Block B Block C Block D Block E Block F Block G Block H Block I
000 . . . 000︸ ︷︷ ︸
a
111 . . . 111︸ ︷︷ ︸
a
0
22 . . . 22︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−1
1 33 . . . 33︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−1
0 2 00 . . . 00︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−2
10 11 . . . 11︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−2
010
2 . . . 2︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−3
101 3 . . . 3︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−3
010 2 0 . . . 0︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−4
1010 1 . . . 1︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−4
01010
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
2222 101 . . . 01︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−4
3333 010 . . . 10︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−4
2 000 10 . . . 10︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−3
111 010 . . . 10︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−2
22 1010 . . . 101︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−2
33 0101 . . .010︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−2
2
Table 8. The arrangement of the first (2a+ 1)(a− 1) + 3a nim-values. G(n) = 0 for n ∈ A.
Block A Block B Block C Block D Block E Block F Block G Block H Block I
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...
2222 101 . . . 01︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−4
3333 010 . . . 10︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−4
2 000 10 . . . 10︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−3
111 010 . . . 10︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−2
22 1010 . . . 101︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−2
33 0101 . . . 010︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−2
2 0 101 . . . 010︸ ︷︷ ︸
a−1
1 0101 . . .010︸ ︷︷ ︸
a
10101 . . .0101︸ ︷︷ ︸
a
Table 9. The bottom part of Table 8 with extra 3a nim-values at the end.
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We now give three partial results that place limitations on the expansion sets of
subtraction sets of ultimately bipartite games. Note that S = {s1, s2, . . . , sk}. First
we recall a well known result.
Lemma 2 (Ferguson’s property). [3, p. 86] G(n) = 0 if and only if G(n + s1) = 1
for all n.
Lemma 3. Let S be an ultimately bipartite game. Then n0 ≥ s1 + sk.
Proof. Note that s1 > 1 by Theorem 2. Consider the first s1 + sk nim-values
G(0),G(1), . . . ,G(s1 + sk − 1). Note that the first s1 nim-values of the subsequence
are all zero and so the last s1 nim-values of the subsequence are non-zero as G(m+
sk) 6= G(m) for all m ≤ s1 − 1. Therefore, the periodicity must start at some
n0 ≥ s1 + sk. 
Lemma 4. Let S be an ultimately bipartite game. Then G(n0) = 0, G(n0 − 1) ≥ 2,
G(n0 − 2) = 0, and G(n0 − 1− sk) = 1.
Proof. For the moment let m = n0 if G(n0) = 0 and set m = n0 + 1 if G(n0) = 1, so
that G(m) = 0. We have
G(m+ i) =
{
0, if i is even;
1, otherwise.
(4)
Therefore, G(m − 2 + s1) = 1 and hence by Ferguson’s property, G(m − 2) = 0.
Notice that G(m−1) 6= 1, as otherwise the periodicity would commence at G(m−2)
or earlier. In particular, G(n0) = 0 and so m = n0. Also by Ferguson’s property,
G(n0 − 1) 6= 0, as otherwise G(n0 − 1 + s1) = 1 contradicting (4). So G(n0 − 1) ≥ 2.
We now show that G(n0 − 1− sk) = 1. Note that
G(n0 − 1) = mex{G(n0 − 1− si) : 1 ≤ i ≤ k}.
For each i < k, we have G(n0 − 1 − si) 6= G(n0 − 1 − si + sk). Moreover, by (4), we
have G(n0 − 1− si + sk) = 1. Therefore, G(n0 − 1− si) 6= 1 for all i < k. It follows
that G(n0 − 1− sk) = 1. 
Lemma 5. Let S be an ultimately bipartite game. If s can be adjoined to S, then
s < sk.
Proof. Assume by contradiction that s > sk and s can be adjoined to S. Note that
all si are odd (as the nim-sequence is ultimately 01 . . . 01) and greater than one. We
also have s > 1 and s is odd. By Lemma 3, we have n0 ≥ s1 + s. By Lemma 4,
G(n0 − 1− sk) = 1 and so G(n0 − 1− sk + s) 6= 1. This contradicts (4) as s− 1− sk
is odd. 
Conjecture 1. The subtraction set of an ultimately bipartite game is non-expandable.
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Appendix A. A code, written on Maple, for subtraction game
We include in A.1 the code “sub” whose input is (S, n) where S is the subtraction
set and n is the largest integer the code needs to calculate G(n) to identify the pre-
period length n0 and period length p. If n > n0+p+ sk the periodicity will be found
and the code outputs pre-period length n0, period length p, pre-periodic nim-values
G(0) . . .G(n0− 1), periodic nim-values G(n0) . . .G(n0+ p− 1), and the expansion set
Sex. If the code returns nothing, it requires a larger n.
The code “sub” recalls the subcode “mex” in A.2 and the subcode “F” in A.3.
In these codes, for arbitrary sets A,B and element a, ‘union‘(A, B) means A ∪ B,
not ‘in‘(a, A) means a /∈ A, and ‘minus‘(A, B) means A \B.
We provide two examples in A.4. The first example is purely periodic and so it
does not have pre-periodic nim-values.
A.1. The code “sub”.
sub := proc (S, n)
local i, j, k, l, m, s, g, p, T, Y, Z;
############
for i from 0 to min(S) - 1 do
g[i] := 0;
end do;
############
for i from min(S) to n do
T := {};
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for k in S do
if k <= i then
T := ‘union‘(T, {g[i-k]});
end if;
end do;
g[i] := mex(T);
end do;
############
for i from 0 to n - max(S) - 1 do
#########
for j from i+1 to n - max(S) do
for l from 0 to max(S) do
if g[i+l] <> g[j+l] then
l := 0;
break;
end if;
end do;
if l = max(S) + 1 then
break;
end if;
end do;
#########
if j < n - max(S) then
p := j - i;
######
print(pre_period length)
print(i);
######
print(period length);
print(p);
######
print(pre_periodic nim_values);
if 0 < i then
print(seq(g[x], x = 0 .. i - 1));
end if;
######
print(periodic nim_values);
print(seq(g[x], x = i .. i + p - 1));
######
if i = 0 then
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Y := S;
for s from 1 to p-1 do
if not ‘in‘(s, S) then
for m from 0 to i - 1 do
if g[m+s] = g[m] then
break;
end if;
end do;
if m = p then
Y: = ‘union‘(Y, {s});
end if;
end if;
end do;
###
print(expansion set);
return Y^(p);
###
else
Y := S intersect F(i-1);
Z := ‘minus‘(S, Y);
for s from 1 to i + p - 1 do
if not ‘in‘(s, S) then
for m from 0 to i + p - 1 do
if g[m+s] = g[m] then
break;
end if;
end do;
if m = i + p then
if s < i then
Y:= ‘union‘(Y, {s});
else
Z:= ‘union‘(Z, {s});
end if;
end if;
end if;
end do;
###
print(expansion set);
return Y,Z^(p);
###
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end if;
######
break;
end if;
#########
end do;
############
end proc;
A.2. The subcode “mex”.
mex := proc (S)
local i;
if S = {} then
return 0;
else
for i from 0 to max(S)+1 do
if not ‘in‘(i, S) then
return i;
end if;
end do;
end if;
end proc;
A.3. The subcode “F”.
F := proc (n)
local i, S;
S := {};
for i to n do
S := ‘union‘(S, {i});
end do;
return S;
end proc;
A.4. Two examples.
sub({2, 7, 10}, 100);
pre_period length
0
period length
17
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pre_period nim_values
periodic nim_values
0, 0, 1, 1, 0, 0, 1, 1, 2, 0, 3, 1, 2, 0, 3, 1, 2
expansion set
{2, 7, 10}^17
sub({3, 8, 12}, 100);
pre_period length
16
period length
5
pre_period nim_values
0, 0, 0, 1, 1, 1, 0, 0, 2, 1, 1, 0, 2, 2, 1, 3
periodic nim_values
0, 0, 2, 1, 1
expansion set
{3, 8, 12, 13}, {18}^5
Appendix B. Pre-periodic nim-values of some ultimately periodic
games
Subtraction set
{1,a,b}
a: even
b = a+ r
r: odd
n0 pre-periodic nim-values
3 ≤ r ≤ a− 3 b2 (01)
a
2 2(01)
r−1
2 23
Table 10. Pre-periodic nim-values of ultimately periodic games
S(1, a, b) in Table 1.
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Subtraction set
{1, a, b}
a: even
b = 2a + r
r n0 pre-periodic nim-values
2 = r < a− 4
even
a + 2b+ 4
(01)
a
2 2(01)
a
2 (23)
a
2 013
(01)
a
2 2(01)
a
2
−120123
4 ≤ r < a− 4 5a+ 12
((01)
a
2 2)2012(32)
a
2
−2(01)22
(01)
a
22(01)
a
2
−12(01)223
4 < r = a− 4 4a+ b
((01)
a
22)2(01)
a
2
−32(32)2(01)
a
2
−22
(01)
a
2 2(01)
a
2
−12(01)
a
2
−223
4 ≤ r = a− 2 b+ 2 (01)
a
2 2(01)
a
2 2(01)
a−4
2 23
Table 11. Pre-periodic nim-values for ultimately periodic games
S(1, a, b) in Table 2.
Subtraction set
{1,a,3a+r}
a: even
r n0 pre-periodic nim-values
3 = r < a− 5
odd
2a+ 3b+ 6
((01)
a
2 2)3(32)
a
2
−13013
((01)
a
22)2(01)
a
2
−12012(32)
a
2
−2(01)22
(01)
a
2 2((01)
a
2
−12)2(01)23
3 < r < a− 5 10a+ b− 8
((01)
a
2 2)3(01)
r−3
2 2(32)
a
2
−2(01)22
((01)
a
2 2)2(01)
a
2
−12(01)22(32)
a
2
−3(01)
a
2
−32
(01)
a
2 2((01)
a
2
−12)2(01)
a
2
−323
5 ≤ r = a− 5 10a+ b− 4
((01)
a
2 2)3(01)
r−3
2 2(32)3(01)
a
2
−32
((01)
a
2 2)2(01)
a
2
−12(01)
a
2
−32(32)2(01)
a
2
−22
(01)
a
2 2((01)
a
2
−12)2(01)
a
2
−223
5 ≤ r = a− 3 a + 2b+ 4
((01)
a
22)3(01)
r−3
2 2(32)2(01)
r−1
2 2
((01)
a
2 2)2(01)
a
2
−12(01)
a
2
−223
5 ≤ r = a− 1 b+ 2 ((01)
a
2 2)3(01)
a
2
−223
Table 12. Pre-periodic nim-values for ultimately periodic games
S(1, a, b) in Table 3.
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Subtraction set
{a, b, b+ a+ 1}
a ≥ 4
b = 2a+ r
r ≤ 2
n0 pre-periodic nim-values
{a, 2a, 3a+ 1} 4a 0a1a2a03a−1
{a,2a+2,3a+3} 6a+ 6 0a1a022a−21203a−322120a−131a−1023
Table 13. Pre-periodic nim-values for ultimately periodic games
S(a, b, b+ a + 1) in Table 5.
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